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Where time
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By RON THORNBERRY

In the Philippines we met with four
different unions: the Port Workers
Union of the Philippines, the Associated Labor Unions (ALU), Kilusang
Mayo Uno (KMU) and the National
Federation of Sugar Workers.
At our first destination in the port of .5
Manila, we were amazed at the primi- tk
tive conditions on the docks. Health
and safety regulations were non-existent. The workers wore no shoes and ig
often no shirts; they were not provided 2
with gloves, hard hats, masks or any
safety gear whatsoever.
Barefoot sugarcane workers on the Philippines' island of Negros take five.
Workers told us they worked 12
Workers. Like the dockIn 1976,the late Local 142 Vice Preshours a day, six days a week, with few of Sugar
conditions
Fred Pauline) arrived while the
ident
Manila,
their
workers
in
breaks. They really didn't seem to have
was under the martial law
cut
Philippines
cane
was
the
All
of
bad.
were
very
much hope ofever doing anything else.
manually and hauled by oxcart. They declared by then-President Ferdinand
The workers' living conditions were worked long hours for little pay and Marcos. They found that sugar mill
deplorable. Many of them lived with begin work at a very young age. Many workers at the Hawaiian-Philippine
their families on the docks in between young people leave for Manila hoping Company owned by Jardine Davies
containers. Children played on the for a better life. The unemployment earned $1.65 a day and pineapple
machinery. Some families actually rate on Negros is almost 50 percent workers at the Del Monte Cannery in
lived out on the breakwater in shan- compared to Manila's 30 percent.
Bugo earned between $1.84 and $3.76
ties. There did not seem to be any runThis is the fourth time that repre- a day.
ning water, electricity or sanitary sentatives from the ILWU Local 142
In 1986, delegates learned that the
facilities. The stench was overpower- have traveled to observe the conditions average sugar worker was not unioning. Passengers boarded ferries as top of Philippine sugar workers in the ized and earned an average of90 cents
picks carried containers overhead. sugar-producing center on the island a day. A strike by workers organized by
Along with the heat and the humidity, of Negros. Sad to say, things have not the National Federation of Sugar
it was difficult for us to comprehend changed much over the 31 years since Workers (NSFW) at the Hacienda
that human beings lived in conditions our first delegation visited Negros in Guinsang ended in victory when the
workers, who had been earning 73
like this.
1962.
Former Local 142 President Carl cents a day, won an increase to $1.65 a
The dockworkers unions which we
visited have been unable to raise the Damaso was on that first ILWU over- day, the legal minimum wage.
Today, the international market for
wages or standards for their workers. seas delegation to the Philippines in
There is a permanent work force, as October 1962. The delegation arrived sugar is poor, making it unprofitable
well as a growing casual one. We heard in Negros in the middle ofa strike that for the rich families who own the planstories of workers who were fired or would involve 10,000 workers at 54 tations; many have left the land
blackballed for very little reason. "haciendas," or plantations. In 1962, unplanted. For these families it is
Grievance procedures were at best the average sugar field worker earned more profitable to sell the land to the
government at a profit and to avoid
ineffective, and in most cases, non- 54 cents a day.
Later,Damaso would learn that four paying taxes. The government offers to
existent.
who have tradiWe also went to the island of Negros union leaders were shot to death by sell the land to those
guards.
security
plantation
continued on page 2
to meet with the National Federation
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pacific
Ocean

Two delegations of ILWU
members traveled to Pacific
Rim countries this June to
strengthen international ties
with dockworkers' unions.
The primary purpose ofthe
delegations wasto make contacts and develop relationships with dockworkers in
Asia. The ILWU is setting up
an international network of
communication, exchange
with
support
and
dockworkers who share
common concerns and common employers.
The delegations were a
followup to the Pacific Rim
Dockers'Conference in April,
co-sponsored by the ILWU
in San Francisco.

On June 8, 1993, I did something
that in my wildest dreams I never
expected to do:I went back to Vietnam.
The last time I visited that country I
was a young B-man from Everett. I was
dressed in uniform, given a gun,
trained to kill and sent to defend someone else's country against "the Communist onslaught that was
threatening our very existence"
Well, that's what our leaders said. I
don't remember any of them or their
family members being drafted. They
sent working-class people to take care
of this matter. I hated our government
for this travesty.
I first arrived in Vietnam 14 hours
after the TET offensive started in
1968. It didn't take long to forget the
politics ofwhy I was there. Within days
I had someone else to hate. The Viet
Cong,Charlie.I forgot I was a stranger
in his kitchen. He didn't like it!
Our delegation this year was the
first trade union delegation from the
United States to visit Vietnam since
1975. Naturally, there was no support
from our government. We had to get
our entrance visas from the Vietnamese embassy in the Philippines.
The first time, I was forced to go. The
second time I had to sneak in. What a
joke!
MIXED EMOTIONS
I had mixed emotions when I was
first asked to be part of a delegation to
the Philippines, Hong Kong and Vietnam. I had to think about it for a few
days and I contacted other vets for
their opinions. I made up my mind
after I had visited a friend who lost a
leg over there. He told me I would be
crazy if I didn't go. My wife, as usual,
was very supportive. At first I hoped
she would be negative about it so I
wouldn't have to go, but she wasn't.
She knew it was my decision, so away
we went.
I guess you could say the ILWU delegation made history, and I want to
thank the rank and file for allowing
me to be a part of it.
I must say I very much agree with
the ILWU's resurrection of the overseas delegate program.I think the idea
of building a relationship with other
waterfront workers in the Pacific Rim
is a solid one and a potential benefit
that will more than make up for the
cost of the program. We must remember, we all have the same employers.
And it doesn't hurt to keep the people
we work for wondering what the hell
the crazy longshoremen are doing now.
Whether we can help each other
today is not important. What's important is the future, and that was our
agenda.
Every city and town we visited was
clean. There was lots of food and the
people seemed very happy. There were
no police or soldiers to be seen. The
people were very friendly to us, especially when they found out we were
Americans.
The average wage is $20 per month.
continued on page 2
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Vietnamese fishermen ply the waters near Quang Ninh harbor in sampans.
VIETNAM continued from page 1
The longshoremen, who are all unionized, are the highest paid non-skilled
workforce, making about $1.30 a day. I
say non-skilled because modernization
and mechanization are still dreams for
Vietnamese ports.
The first delegation the ILWU sent
to Vietnam was in 1963. I had to look at
the pictures and re-read the delegates'
report to see if there was any change.
Not much. So far, the Japanese,
Koreans, Taiwanese, French, Australians and others have contacted the
Vietnamese about the future. The
Americans—No! The lifting of the
trade embargo will start a new trade
"gold rush." Where the United States
will be this time, who knows?
We landed in Ho Chi Minh City
(Saigon). We were met by a delegation
from the General Federation of Labor.
PRIMITIVE FACILITIES
The first port we visited was the Port
ofSaigon located on the Mekong River.
While there is a docking area three
miles long, the facilities and equipment are,to say the least, primitive by
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our standards. There are a few old
hammerhead cranes,and probably the
first generation top-pick ever
invented.
The Port of Siagon is mainly breakbulk with some containers(a few hundred per week).Plans have been drawn
up to expand the container business
with its main trading partners, China,
France and Australia.
HEAVILY BOMBED
Our next destination was Haiphong
Harbor in the north, which was the
main port of entry during the war for
military cargo from Vietnam's allies.
The United States bombed the port
heavily, but it didn't seem to slow
things down. This port is still the key
to Vietnam's future. It is a deep-water
port with a rail system that actually
works, and miles and miles of waterfront property.
Rice is the main export here. It is
shipped to all the countries of southeast Asia, all in sacks and all done by
hand. As in all Vietnamese ports,
safety is a big issue and each dock has
its own workers committee that meets
regularly, kind of a joint labor relations committee.
The situation in Haiphong was like
the other ports—underdeveloped,

with a few very old hammerhead
cranes. The port does about 2,000 containers a month. The chief export is
rice and the main import is manufactured items.
The next port we visited was Quang
Ninh, which is located in a sheltered
bay that for thousands of years has
been used as a safe anchorage. There
are no docks here. The two main
cargos, coal and oil, are loaded by
lighters and pipe for export to Korea,
France, Denmark and China. Following this visit, we drove back to Haiphong and began another long drive to
Hanoi.
ALL UNION, WOMEN
While in Hanoi, we visited the
Haiha Confectionery Co. Like all
industries in Vietnam, the candymaker is completely unionized. The
place was staffed from top to bottom
with women: 2,000 of them. Their
main concern, unlike the ports, was
modernization. For every new machine
brought in, more workers were laid off.
The maritime industry in Vietnam
is about 30 years behind us in cargohandling technology. The bulk cargos
are still done by hand and the container service is just starting, yet the
potential is enormous. You have a
China in the making. Vietnam's major
need now is for the United States to
drop its trade embargo and allow
investment.
TRADE BENEFITS ILWU
The trade we generate with Vietnam
will all come through west coast ports.
Politically, the ILWU needs to start
pushing our west coast politicians now
to support trade and political ties with
Vietnam.
What was our advice to the trade
union leaders, government officials
and newspaper people we met with?
The Vietnamese have had little or no
experience dealing with multinational
corporations. We explained very carefully to every group that these corporations can be very hazardous to the
workers. The people must not be led to
believe that to be competitive with
other countries they have to work
cheaper, out-produce, or work
unsafely.
The Vietnamese worker will suffer,
as all workers in the world have suffered, by believing these lies. We told
them that ifthey didn't believe us they
should visit the Philippines and see
first-hand what happens when big
business and government take control.

PHILIPPINES
continued from page 1

SOUTH KOREA:

tionally lived and worked it, with the
lure of a 15-year loan.
Many of the sugar workers have
taken this offer, and with the help of
the union have formed cooperatives.
Unfortunately, many of them seem
doomed to failure, as the workers have
no money to produce basic supplies. If
they are unable to pay back their loan,
the government can repossess the
land. Despite this, for most it is the
first opportunity they have had to own
land, so they take the chance.
Even though their situation seemed
near hopeless, the Filipino people
were remarkably friendly. We drew
crowds wherever we went; everyone

By ZEKE RUELAS
We arrived at the Kimpo Airport in Seoul,
June 11th, where we were received by a deb
Korean Federation of Port and Transport
(KFPTWU). At the union headquarte
Singaporean union traveling with us were vv
eration President Kim Joon Sange.
On June 14th we met with the representati
member Kyung Buk Port & Transport Worke
dent Kim Yeong Soh, Vice President Kim
Vice President Choi Cho Han. They told us
tonnage and paid by the government, avl
$1,700 a month. Most of the workers are sta
Our next stop was the Pohang Worksofthe]
Steel Company. POSCO is a private steel co
invested billions in Kyung Buk Bay. The (
making complex is guarded by armed mil
dressed in combat gear. There were fifteen
barges working.
A total of 24,000 employees work three s1
working 12 hours and one shift off at all ti
operators and the truck drivers are stead3
POSCO.The four front men,called hook-up if
hold men are dispatched from the union hall
ran smoothly.
THIRD-LARGEST STEEL COMP
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wanted to meet the American unionists. Once, when we visited a worker's
home in the cane fields, an older
woman on the union executive board
was reading a copy of the ILWU Constitution and The Dispatcher to her
family. Everyone was hungry for
information.
Time and progress has stood still for
the workers of Negros. Sugar workers
still earn the minimum wage or less
when they work on a non-union plantation. Unions still face the threat of
violence and repression from the government and the landowners' private
security forces. The sugar planters
and the big landowners still control
most of the local governments, the
economy and the resources.
GAP BETWEEN RICH,POOR
There is a wide gap between the rich
and the poor, and the poor are very
poor. There are districts in Bacolod
City in Negros where every house is a
mansion,but each mansion is also surrounded by high brick walls topped
with razor wire.
The government is doing very little
to help the common worker. In fact,
they are in the process ofluring foreign
multinational corporations with promises of cheap and trouble-free labor.
Sadly, the unions are bogged down in
ideological in-fighting. Many of them
seemed to be tools ofother powers, politicians or individuals.

Filipinos bathe in the filfth and open air near the docks in Manila.

The main POSCO headquarters is located
another plant in Kwangyang. Thus far, $8.3
invested in the Pohang Works. The annual pr
ity for POSCO is 20.8 million tons,making it ti
steel company in the world.
Besides the docks and production lines, th
built mammoth housing complexes with sly
ational facilities, schools, a science and techn
a research lab, and much more. It was like a
We were told that all this was built for the ei
is not free. The public relations woman wl
presentation did not live at the housing comp
could not afford to. The average wage at POS(
month.
After lunch we traveled by car to the poi
located at the southeast corner of Korean Per

with the LTIsan Port & Transport Workers Ul
Later we visited the Hyundai Heavy Indusi
Works located at Mipo Bay, which covers 7.2
meters.
At Hyundai, we learned from a company
company was founded in 1947 and has grow
grated heavy industries expert of global prof
dai is the largest shipyard in the world an(
forefront of the world's shipbuilding industry

MAMMOTH HYUNDAI COMPLE
Hyundai has concentrated its efforts on the
heavy industries and is also the world's largesi
Like Pohang,Hyundai is a mammoth complex
we had a long discussion with General Secret
Chu of the uvrvaJ, who set up our stay in 1
vice presidents ofthe union,Lee Chay Pal and
along with other members.
June 15th, after a tour of the port of Ulsar
Pusan, Korea's principal port and second-larr
is located on the southeastern tip of the Kor
Our first stop was the Pusan Port and 'Prat
Union.
The local President Oh Moon Hwan asked ii
them with a dilemma.The government wante(
nent (steady) workers in the terminals beca
sophisticated technology. The steady employe
all the work and the workers from the hall WE
We pointed out the sections in our contract
with this problem. President Ho thanked us a
study those sections. He also expressed an jai
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EA: Heavy industry dominates
the ILWU.
We were invited to lunch by the union and the employers of
the Busan Container Terminal Operation Corporation
(BCTOC). The public container terminal was established in
1978. All operations are performed by modern computer systems and operate 24 hours a day,even on holidays. As we were
touring the terminal,loud sirens began to fill the air. Once a
month the South Koreans go through these air raid alerts as a
precaution against attack from the North Koreans.
TRAINING FACILITIES
Next we went to the Korea Port Technological Training
Institute (KPTTI). The training facilities are huge threestory complexes consisting of a library, auditorium, lounge
area, dormitories and a cafeteria. The three-month courses
are free, and most are licensed.
The curriculum teaches theory and practice on all equipment, understanding and coping with technology, the importance of safety and improving working conditions, and other
topics. They even teach English for stevedores. Miniature
models are used for classroom instruction.
We were very impressed with the training institutions. One

Seoul,South Korea, on
)3,a delegation from the
import Workers Union
quarters we and the
; were welcomed by Fed-

esentatives ofthe 1,300I, Workers Union: PresiKim Yung Sik and 2nd
told us wages, based on
ent, average $1,600 to
are steady employees.
s ofthe Pohang Iron and
steel company that has
y. The enormous steelned military personnel
fifteen ships and huge

three shifts: two shifts
at all times. The crane
e steady employees for
,ok-up men,and the four
lion hall. The operation

A policeman was killed during a
march by a group of South
Korean students who were
attempting to meet with students
in North Korea...Labor disputes
are being reported across the
country in record numbers, as
compared with the relative peace
in past years.
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with sports and recreid technology institute,
s like a city in itself.
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rig complex because she
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has to go through this training program and obtain a license
before working on the waterfront. We need to have the same
type of training program on the west coast.
On June 16th, we left Pusan for the port city of Masan. We
arrived at the Kyungsu Port and Transport Workers Union in
Masan, where we were received by its President, Hwang
Chang Kyu. We also toured the Korea Heavy Industries and
Construction Co. LTD.
MAN-MADE HARBOR
The unique Port ofInchon,located on the midwestern coast
of the Korean peninsula is a man-made harbor built with
floodgates that overcome a tidal difference of 10 meters.
Inchon is the largest industrial complex on Korea's west coast.
We met with President Lee Kng Hee of the Inchon Port and
Transport Workers Union.
While traveling in South Korea we found that there was
student unrest in Seoul. We observed busloads of police situated at strategic locations. On June 12th, one of these policemen was killed by the students in a confrontation. According
to The Korea Times we learned that students were marching
to the city of Panmunjom in an illegal attempt to talk with
North Korean students when the clash occurred.
We also learned from newspapers of the labor unrest
throughout South Korea. Labor disputes were being reported
across the country in record numbers, as compared to the
relative peace in past years. On June 16th,Hyundai Motor Co.
workers struck.
We thank the Korean Federation of Port and Transport
Workers Union, and Mr. Kim Pyong Son, our personal interpreter, for their hospitality and assistance.
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A ship mockup used to train stevedores at one of two
institutes in South Korea, at the ports of Pusan and
Inchon. The models are used for instruction under
controlled conditions on most of the skilled equipment.

SINGAPORE: World's busiest port
By LAWRENCE THIBEAUX
Singapore has a lot of infrastructure
packed into a very small island. The
country is in southeast Asia at the
southern tip of the Malaysian peninsula, with a main island and 60 small
adjacent islands. The population of 2.8
million occupies 225 square miles.
Singapore City, on the southern shore
of the main island, is the capital, the
largest city, and the chief port.
Singapore was originally called Ternasek, which means "Sea Town."
There are four official languages:
Mandarin, Malay, Tamil and English.
English,the language used for business
and administration, is widely spoken
and understood. Singapore is a parliamentary democracy with voting rights
for adults 21 years old and up, and its
laws are based on the British judicial
system. The republic is headed by a
president and governed by a parliament
and cabinet.
The country has no major natural
resources, but it has developed a deepwater harbor, making good use of an
industrious labor force and an important location. The Asian Pacific Rim is
the fastest growing region in the world.
Singapore's location at the heart of the
Pacific Rim, and its world-class infrastructure, have made the country a
global hub for international business,
trade and shipping.
700 SHIPPING LANES
Singapore is the world's busiest port.
On average,vessels call or leave the port
every three minutes. It handles more
than 70,000 ships, more than 6 million
TEUs of containers, more than 17 million tons of un-containerized cargo, and
over 87 million tons of mineral oil a year.
Last year, there was a 19% increase in
container traffic.
More than 700 shipping lines from
more than 700 ports around the world
call on Singapore for cargo, bunker,
repairs, supplies and a host of other
maritime activities. Gigantic supertankers and container ships, sleek passenger liners, fishing trawlers and
traditional wooden lighters all share
the busy waters. A total of 81,334
vessels called in 1992.
Six major oil companies operate refineries in Singapore. Their combined
refining capacity exceeds one million
barrels a day, making Singapore the
third-largest oil refining center in the
world. With large numbers ofships calling and the presence of refining facilities, Singapore has become the leading
bunkering port, and is also rapidly
becoming an oil trading center. Another
major activity is ship repair.
Arriving at Singapore's Changi International Airport, we soon discovered it
is one of the world's most sophisticated.
Millions of dollars were invested in its
passenger terminal, which has a capacity to handle 5,000 passengers during
peak hours, and an estimated 10 million
passengers a year. And it is still growing, with a second terminal just completed. Singapore is one of only six
countries in the world to receive more
visitors annually than its resident
population.
The Port of Singapore Authorities

(PSA)operates and manages the entire
harbor. The PSA has eight divisions,
including the three that bring in the
bulk of the revenues; commercial, operational and marine. Ofthe six terminals
in Singapore, PSA owns five and one is
privately owned.
The port consists of seven cargo terminals, located at Tanjong Pagar,
Marina and Sembawang. Together with
the oil terminals, the port services all
types ofvessels,including fourth-generation container vessels, conventional
cargo ships, RO-RO ships, car carriers,
bulk ships and super tankers.

Singapore's location at the
heart of the Pacific Rim,
and its world-class
infrastructure, have made
the country a global hub for
international trade and
shipping.
To ensure fast, reliable and predictable services to its customers, the PSA
has introduced the latest technology in
planning and operations. Real-time
equipment control systems are used for
ship planning and container terminal
operations. This speeds up operations
and shortens vessel turn-around time.
The use oftransponders,electronic sensors and self-service terminals also
reduces truck turn-around time in the
port. The PSA has also invested in the
latest automated cargo-handling equipment, which provides greater reliability
and higher productivity.
COMPUTER LINKS
The PSA is linked electronically to its
customers through a computer network
called "PORTNET." The network
enables both the port users and the PSA
to exchange large volumes of computer
information. They also have "teleport
links" with major world ports, to which
their customers can gain access.
Another application of information
technology is the use of radar and computers in a state-of-the-art control and
vessel monitoring system designed to
safely and expeditiously handle very
high-volume traffic and anchorages
within the Singapore ship channels.
10 MILLION TEUs
Planning for the future is the cornerstone of port's business policy. The
new Brani Terminal will have nine
berths when fully completed in 1994 to
supplement the 14 berths at Tanjong
Pagar and Keppel terminals. The port
will eventually be able to handle more
than 10 million TEUs a year.
A vast multi-story container station
complex is being constructed to provide
backup facilities to the container terminal. Pasir Panjang Terminal will handle
more conventional cargo when its
expansion plans are completed.
Providing a high standard of customer service is the port's top priority.
The PSA believes in having a workforce
trained to use the latest technology and
a team that understands the customers'
needs. Training is provided by the PSA
training facility and the Singapore Port
Institute.
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THE BEAM TAIWAN: Variety of cargo

two-thirds of the island's imports and
exports. It is one of the world's largest
The port city of Keelung,40 minutes container ports, with an estimated 80
from Taipei, is the second-largest sea- million tons of cargo handled in 1992,
port in Taiwan and is situated on the utilizing state-of-the-art equipment
north coast overlooking the East owned by the Harbor Bureau. In addiChina Sea. We visited the Keelung tion, Kaohsiung is the site ofone ofthe
Harbour Bureau, where we heard a world's largest dry docks, as well as
presentation by Deputy Director C.T. being Taiwan's primary industrial
Huang. We also toured the harbor by center.
boat and observed three Evergreen
222,000 WORKERS
ships working.
We were told that the expansion of
At lunch we met the President ofthe
the Keelung sea wall was completed in Kaoshiung Harbor Labor Union, Shu
1977 and contains about 600 acres of Yung Lin who heads a membership of
port land. A second phase of construc- 222,000 dockworkers. We toured the
tion and expansion will extend the port, which has 102 wharves with a
port in several directions using length of 21,986 meters and 25 moorreclaimed land. The largest portion of ing buoys available for berthing 140
the port facilities are container termi- ships simultaneously.
nals. There are two elevators; one for
A 12-year expansion of the harbor
grain and one for cement. The grain
elevator's capacity is about 55,000 met- area began in 1958 and resulted in a
second harbor entrance into Kaohric tons.
We met with the Keelung Dockworkers' Union which represents all
The longshoremen in
dockworkers. Each facility has a union
boss and an assistant. The tug operaHualien work one day and
tors, pilots and the traffic control for
take the next day off. This
the ships are all union members. The
to equalize work in
tends
port authority and the independent
union serve two other ports: Su Ao and
the port. Since the work is
Hualien.
mostly manual, longshoreThe foremen, steady crane drivers
and clerks in Taiwan earn about
men are paid at a higher
$30,000 per year, and the basic long- rate than in Keelung conshoreman earns about $6,000 a year.
tainer operations.
These scales are somewhat modified in
ports such as Hualien, where most of
the work is manual labor.
There are four other international siung. There are four large container
ports in Taiwan: Su Ao, Hualien, terminals; a new container terminal,
Kaohsiung and Taichung. We left by No. 5, will be completed around the
year 2000.It is estimated that when all
these projects are completed,the total
annual volume ofcargo handled by the
port will reach 150 million tons. We
went to the American President Lines
(APL) terminal and observed two
feeder ships being loaded.
There are four commodity elevators
in Kaoshiung: two grain elevators and
two bulk elevators. One grain elevator
can evacuate 800 metric tons an hour.
Taichung is the third-largest city in
Taiwan, with a population of about
680,000. We toured the docks with the
president of the union, Mr. Chen.
There were container and log discharge operations.
CLOSED AT NOON
The gangs are telephoned for disSouth China Sea
patch for the next day, or they are told
BED
by the boss on the job if they are
train for Hualien, traveling through needed back the next day. The shift
tunnels carved out of solid rock in the normally starts at 7 a.m. and finishes
rugged mountains on the east coast of at 4 p.m., but they may work until 6
p.m. if required. The next shift can
the country.
at6 p.m. The entire port closes at
start
RECLAIMED LAND
noon for one hour. There is also a fourIn Hualien City, we met with the hour extension to complete a vessel if
Harbour Workers Union and a mem- no night gang is called back.
ber of the Harbour Bureau. We then
The workers in Taichung are better
took a tour of the docks, all of which
than where the work is steadier
paid
There
land.
were built on reclaimed
The work in
are good piers and wharfs but no or more container-related.
We saw
labor-intensive.
is
Taichung
cranes and little warehousing.
sacks of fish meal and some
The port office building is magnifi- unbleached wood pulp in one of the
cent and looks over the entire facility. warehouses.
There are entry and exit roads on and
A coal vessel was also discharging.
offthe facility, with gates, but no busiwere two quay cranes, six lanes
There
ness to speak of. The port office was
between the legs. The crane operclosed the day we were there. The wide
work two 11-hour shifts. The unit
ators
union has about 390 members, who
of a six-man team: two operaconsists
have no guarantees.Ifthey don't work,
front men,and two clerks
four
and
tors
they don't get paid.
All discharged full
hook.
under the
EQUALIZED WORK
containers are sealed by customs offiThe only ship we saw working was a cials right under the gear. Empty concoal vessel. Generally, the longshore- tainers are sometimes discharged two
men in Hualien work one day and take wide at a time, with one set of four
the next day off. This tends to equalize hooks.
work in the port. Since the work is
On the log operation,there are three
mostly manual, longshoremen are hold men, one sling man (they used
paid at a higher rate than in Keelung only one sling choked in the belly), one
container operations.
winch driver, a signal man when necand one lift driver to load the
essary
the
Kaohsiung is the largest port in
trucks.
log-type
about
handles
and
Republic of China,
By DON HOLZMAN

By Harry Bridges

ILWU goes
overseas in 1960
Twenty-four members of the ILWU
are now touring 21 different countries
under a program for rank-and-file
overseas delegations voted at our Seattle convention and approved by referendum vote of the membership. These
delegates are going all over the world.
Between them, our eight delegations
of three each will visit four continents—Europe, Asia, Latin America
and Africa.
ILWU has long believed that communication between ordinary working
people of all countries leads to better
understanding and helps assure world
peace.
The purpose of the delegations is to
visit foreign lands in a changing world
and find out as best they can and as
they see it what the facts are. We aren't
particularly interested in prejudgments or propaganda. We want facts.
Then on the basis of firsthand facts,
not newspaper propaganda,the members can draw their own conclusions.
How will they get the facts? They
will talk with workers in other coun-

"Communication between
ordinary working people of
all countries leads to better
understanding."
tries. They will go down to the rank
and file in all these countries and get
all the information they can. Are the
workers being kicked around? Ifso,by
whom and what for? What is their
standard ofliving? What is the nature
of their trade unions?
Our delegates will meet with representatives of all kinds of labor organizations as well as with rank-and-file
workers. They will meet with union
men of different political affiliations,
Christian Democrats, Labor Democrats, Communists. Some of these
organizations are left-wing, rightwing orjust phony. But whatever their
political character, these are the organizations ofthe workers and the job of
our delegations is to talk to everybody
and bring back what information they
can.
One ofthe responsibilities ofour delegates will not only be to ask questions
but to answer them.
Well,our delegates will tell the truth
about our union and its record. They
will say that this is an independent
union that makes its policies on the
basis of what the rank and file want.
They will make clear the fact that our
union has always stood stalwartly
against discrimination of any kind.
They will cite the record about how our
union at convention after convention,
and sometimes when it wasn't popular,
has gone on the record for peace and
disarmament.
There may be some people—for
example, some phony committees in
Washington—that may not like this
kind ofdelegation and what it is doing.
But our delegations will have a positive impact wherever they go.
Our delegations will help build
friendship with working people in
other countries. This,incidentally, will
strengthen our bargaining power. It
pays to have friends. The result will
also be to strengthen the understanding of working peoples around the
world that the rank and file everywhere wants peace and is prepared to
work and fight for it.
Excerpted from July 29, 1960
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The key to ILWU
power in the '90s
It is logical for a member of the
ILWU, particularly a longshoreman,
to support internationalism: We make
our money off trade. On the opposite
side, we see American auto and steelworkers who support protectionism.
Many times workers support positions
because they see them as being in their
own self-interest.
Harry Bridges and the ILWU went
way beyond that. Harry believed in the
slogan "Workers of the world unite;
you have nothing to lose but your
chains."
Harry believed in his heart that only
through international labor unity
could this union and the working people of the world survive. The four
decades of 1930-1970 did not allow the
workers of the world to unite other
than in the political arena. The world
after the Bolshevik revolution in 1917
that led to the Soviet Union was
divided into socialist and capitalist
camps—with workers forced to take
sides. In this environment, the foundation of real unity among workers
was not achieved.
Today, the international economic
system has become more consolidated
and centralized in terms of banking,
money flow and control of commodity
production. We all work for the same
employers, and are manipulated by
the same money interests.
As American longshoremen, we
realize that to have leverage over SeaLand, APL, Maersk, Evergreen, NYK
and others like them, we must have a
organization that connects workers
employed by these companies in all
ports and on all ships.
As hotel and tourism workers in
Hawaii, the cooperation of Japanese
trade unions are equally necessary if
we're to have any muscle with the
Japanese companies that have so
much control on the islands.
Working people and their trade
'unions are increasingly waking up to
the limitations of their old national
structures and tactics.
NEW UNION STRATEGIES
International unity must be more
than taking industrial action through
additional tactics such as strikes. We
must be able to pressure multinational
corporations on their own turf at the
marketplace and in the financial
world, as well as in the political arena.
Today, as the world becomes one
giant economic system, and the rich
get richer while workers are left
behind, there is a chance to make a
difference.
It's an ambitious undertaking, but
in the ILWU we can build on a great
tradition of internationalism, and a
worldwide reputation. We've tried to
strengthen that tradition in a variety
of ways—by traveling to Japan last
year to meet with Pacific Rim dockers
unions, and by hosting the Pacific Rim
Dockers Conference in April.
Harry's basic beliefin internationalism is more realistic today than ever
before.
The ILWU must see its international program as the primary program for its own survival.
Internationalism, in a narrow sense,
will be the salvation and protection of
the west coast longshore contract.
Internationalism in a world-wide
sense will ensure a decent standard of
living for all workers and the survival
of humanity.

